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METHODS AND CHALLENGES OF
ANALYZING SCREEN MEDIA
Frank Lehman

There are as many ways to analyze screen music as there are screen genres, formats, and
historical eras. The swell of film musicological scholarship in the past twenty years (and
more recent surge in music-video studies and ludomusicology) has brought with it a corresponding profusion of music analysis, some informal, some extremely meticulous. There
are several reasons why screen music provides fertile ground for analysis, broadly defined
here as the activity of closely examining “particular devices across a range of works or in a
single work” (Bordwell 2008: 12). Music that accompanies the moving image encompasses
an enormous global repertoire, one that is central to the way vast swathes of contemporary listeners experience the art of organized sound. As such, screen music provides many
opportunities for socially relevant interpretation and critique—not to mention offering a
convenient hook for introducing musical novitiates to more general musicological questions. Screen audio is always interconnected with visual, narratival, and, increasingly, interactive modes of engagement. The mediated nature of music in visual multimedia leads to
a host of unique and difficult—and therefore academically enticing—challenges to traditional analytical approaches. Finally, despite disciplinary consolidation, there is still plenty of
‘unclaimed’ territory left for newly arriving analysts, with whole sub-repertoires still crying
out for scholarly consideration. And this not to mention an abundance of finely wrought
and fascinating music worth studying for its own sake. With the exception of, perhaps,
Bernard Herrmann, there are virtually no screen musical artists who yet have come close to
attracting the level of attention lavished on other, objectively more obscure targets of music
analytical inquiry.
Recently, more and more screen-music studies have been drawn from the discipline of
music theory. As old canonical walls break down and acceptable repertoires for study continually expand, an increasing amount of analysis has hailed directly from self-identifying
music theorists (a professional distinction admittedly somewhat peculiar to North America).
However, the study of screen music has never been strongly localized within the disciplinary bounds of musicology; one upshot is that critical and/or interdisciplinary approaches
remain more the norm for screen-music research compared to sustained or complex technical investigation that requires music theoretical expertise. This is reflected in the way that
interpretive school, more than analytical methodology, seems to steer a sizable amount of
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the screen-music discourse, especially prior to the 2000s. These schools of thought will be
familiar to any film or ludomusicologist, and still have their uses for analysis. To name just
a few such interpretive frameworks, we have: apparatus and suture (influenced by psychoanalytic approaches); correspondence and counterpoint (owing much to early formalist film
theories, and more recently cognitive approaches); and diegesis and audibility (stemming
from narrative theory as well as industry distinctions between ‘source music’ and ‘underscore’). Interestingly, this investment in interpretive schools initially developed outside of
musicology, and music has coexisted, for the most part, with a resistance among screenmusic scholars to totalizing explanatory frameworks. And, even when not music theoretically fluent, most analysis has been healthily text-driven rather than theory-driven. This fact
is often reflected in the field’s diversity of self-contained case studies of single texts, and its
warranted insistence that music be evaluated alongside sound more generally, not on its own.
The idea of a one-size-fits-all analytical lens is rightly considered anathema for the study of
such an irreducibly diverse segment of musical culture.
Before we go further, a word on music analytical formalism. Most screen-music scholarship takes the relationship between sound, image, and meaning to be a crucial motivating
force behind analysis. This is an attitude strongly held by the author and virtually every
source cited within this chapter. The most influential theories, such as those articulated
by Gorbman (1987) and Cook (1998), are deeply concerned with music’s coordination
with other perceptual parameters and its role within a larger superordinate text. However,
even given the primacy of multimodality (and perhaps some lingering New Musicological
hostility towards structural hearing), there is still room in screen-music studies for more
formalistic approaches. Analyses that focus on ‘the music itself ’ are easily conceivable, and
even in a few cases justifiable. We might imagine this perspective to be appropriate, for
example, with stylistic studies centered on the evolution of an individual composer’s harmonic idiolect, or research into the listening habits of soundtrack collectors. Understanding
music from a strictly internal, structural perspective, regardless of its ultimate multimedia
provenance, is of inherent interest to scholars of a certain theoretical stripe. But, more
importantly, formal understanding of music on its own terms is sometimes simply necessary
before more holistic, ‘thick’ interpretations in which music is an integrated subsection of a
multimedia whole.
Regardless of one’s scholarly attitude towards ‘the music itself,’ it is useful for analysts
approaching this repertoire to have an idea of what tools are available for delving deeply
into music material. This chapter is organized in such a way to provide a quick overview
of analytical methods and the challenges that go along with them. The chapter’s first section offers a tour through categories of screen-music analysis, with a compressed and partial
review of the most recent literature along the way. The section is arranged in terms of basic
units of musical meaning, moving from the highest level of structure (the entire score) to the
finest (the surface gesture). There is an implicit stratification and progressive granularization
of musical structure here, true, but that is more of an organizational conceit than a guiding
principle of screen-media analysis. In most actual studies of screen music, analytical perspectives of differing scope are mixed and matched freely. (One may consult Vernallis [2004, esp.
156–174] for a good example of this in the context of music-video analysis.) And though it
represents a promising direction for screen-music analysis to take, empirical approaches such
as those used in music analysis are, for reasons of scope, not emphasized in this survey. Readers curious about the intersection of analysis and psychology/cognitive science may refer to
Bashwiner (2013), Cohen (2014), and, in this volume, Tan (Chapter 40). Those looking for
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more exhaustive surveys of the field of screen-music studies and its methods are advised to
consult Buhler and Neumeyer (2001) and Stilwell (2002).
The second section of this chapter contains a more extended consideration of two specific, somewhat more novel methodologies for approaching certain sorts of screen music.
First, I introduce the methodology that has been the focus of my own work: transformation
theory. This is a useful tool for inspecting nonfunctional chromaticism and dynamic, musical
surface-oriented harmony in general. To demonstrate some of the theory’s potential, I apply
it to tonally quirky selections from the Portal video-game series. The second methodological
sketch is of digital visualization software, specifically spectrographic analysis, whose utility
is greatest for analyzing screen music that is resistant to transcription through conventional
notational systems. Throughout this chapter, I will highlight some of the hurdles that even
the most systematic theoretical approaches run up against when confronting screen media.
In all cases, the analyst must be careful in determining the relevance of pure music-theoretical data to the screen-medium experience as a whole. The ultimate challenge will almost
always be to translate analytical findings in such a way that they can productively inform
broader readings of a text or screen-musical style.

Survey of Analytical Methodologies
One of the first challenges that analysts of screen music invariably run up against is the
absence of easily available printed scores. As a result, many approaches are based on working
around rather than with the score. Perhaps the simplest strategy is to compile a ‘cue table,’ a
listing of a score’s musical excerpts in chronological order. The resulting table can be further
annotated with any sort of information deemed relevant to study—precise timings, dramatic
action, spotting patterns, and so on. For video games, the process may be complicated by the
presence of flexibly arranged modules or stems, but in principle, digital musical subunits can
still be tallied in this fashion. Though not explanatorily powerful on their own, cue tables
provide a solid entry point for analysis, especially as a pedagogical tool aimed at students not
used to attending carefully to music within a multimedia text.
Similarly focusing on the score-as-a-whole are those approaches that isolate a single musical parameter and survey how it operates across the entire soundtrack. The most paradigmatic such parameter, from a music theorist’s perspective at least, is key or tonal region.
Tonal readings have been offered for a small but diverse number of films, ranging from The
Trouble with Harry (dir. Alfred Hitchcock, 1955) (Neumeyer 1998) to The Wizard of Oz (dir.
Victor Fleming, 1939) (Rodman 1998) to The Talented Mr. Ripley (dir. Anthony Minghella,
1999) (Motazedian 2015). To the author’s knowledge, no such studies have been undertaken
with video games. The goal of tonal-associative readings is to demonstrate how mood, character, and narratival trajectory can be reflected in the selection of harmonic centers, which
then play out over the course of the entire experience of a text. Despite the usefulness of key
schemes for large-scale structural and symbolic readings, this approach is susceptible to problems at both poietic (compositional) and esthesic (reception) levels. Establishing compositional intent for score-spanning tonal organization is generally quite difficult. Furthermore,
the impact of abstract pitch-relations over very long ranges—even for musically perceptive
auditors—is open to debate, and deficiencies in ‘structural hearing’ must only be aggravated
with the systematically redirected auditory attention typical of most screen media. For these
reasons, tonal-associative readings tend to be more convincing when strongly corroborated
by other musical factors, such as leitmotivic networks.
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The cue, rather than the score as a whole, is perhaps the emblematic span of musical
communication in almost all screen media (excepting, perhaps, ‘through-composed’ formats
like music video and filmed opera). For that reason, it is the natural focus of many analyses, though exceptions that do take the whole score as a unit exist, such as that undertaken
by Jarvis (2015) with respect to the Coen Brother’s oeuvre. A fittingly multimodal style
of analytical representation along these lines is called, following Eisenstein (1948: 131), an
“audio-visual score.” Citing a need “to grasp the movement of a given piece of music, locating its path (its line or form),” in relation to visuals, Eisenstein’s approach was to be highly
influential (Altman 2014), although not without critique from film theorists. Construction
involves arranging stills along a time line that also includes a representation of the activity
on the soundtrack, itself potentially split into three layers for music, dialogue, and sound
effects (SFX). As with cue tables, the degree of annotation and/or abstraction is critical in
transforming an audiovisual (AV) score into a true analysis instead of a mere re-presentation
of multimedia information by other means. Animated and even interactive AV scores, such
as those developed by Tramte (2014), are one promising direction scholars might take as
technology for digital analysis becomes more easily available.
One point of interest for cue-based analyses is the way in which cinematic or game time
is manipulated and structured by music. The abstract sense of “musicality” and “rhythmicity” sometimes attributed to screen media is a crucial factor here (Kuzelic-Wilson 2015).
But while cue-based analysis is often treated informally, rigorous analysis that considers the
larger sweep of a cue or sequence—its rhythms and repetitions, its apportioning of themes,
topics, and textures, and so on—is at present fairly underrepresented in screen-music studies,
and form as a whole stands as an area ripe for future development. Those methodologies
that do attend to issues of musical form and structure, either through an explicitly temporal
lens or with time an incidental concern, are presently quite eclectic. Widgery’s (1990) study
of depression-era American documentary films stresses the role of music in articulating the
image’s temporal relation with the viewer. Lehman’s (2013a) examination of cadences in
Hollywood soundtracks notes the way stereotyped formal routines dynamically structure
filmic expectation. Payri’s analysis of Breakfast at Tiffany’s (dir. Blake Edwards, 1961) (2011)
provides a model of film-spanning form as a function of both diegetic and non-diegetic
sources. Finally, Chion’s influential study Audiovision (1994) emphasizes the importance of
sound in temporalizing image, and his analytical procedure (based on noting points of synchronization and comparing audio and visual information) is steered towards discovery of
“audiovisual phrasing.”
Even Schenkerian analysis, a methodological bête noire for musicologists disinclined against
formalism, has its uses for demonstrating tonal/contrapuntal continuity and change at the
level of the cue. As represented in the film musicological literature (Neumeyer 1998; Rodman 1998), Schenkerian graphs for screen media tend to be fairly unorthodox in construction, often consisting in informal bass-only reductions that demonstrate tonal design rather
than linear structure. Given the constraints on coherence and musical autonomy placed on
much screen music, the degree to which a more rigorous Schenkerian approach can contribute to soundtrack analysis remains something of an open question. Yet regardless of the
level of methodological orthodoxy, linear/harmonic reduction remains a singularly useful
tool for summarizing and explaining the dynamic unfolding of pitch design in tonal cues.
To date, few cue-based approaches resemble Formenlehre as it is commonly understood
in music theory. None of the aforementioned analyses, for example, ever speak of abstract
forms like “rondo” or “ternary”—that is, formal categories detachable from the contingent
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shape of a musical sequence within its dramatic and editorial context. Subordination to
image and narrative generally means that originally composed cues rarely fall into conventionalized or self-contained musical forms, the kinds one might expect of an autonomous
‘musical piece.’ A Formenlehre-oriented perspective can, however, be justified, insofar as it
targets self-contained musical set pieces or soundtrack paratexts, or if the analyst makes use
of nonrigid, contextually determined forms (something with ample precedents in opera
analysis). An example of the former would be Lehman’s (2014) study of formal archetypes
in Korngold’s main-title themes, while the latter is exemplified in Lofthouse’s (2013) application of the idea of rotational form to Bernard Herrmann’s output.
Moving closer to the musical surface, we find musical segments, phrases, and sections. One
structural unit—the musical module—has garnered special attention from screen-media
theorists. Modules are phrases of short to moderate length that are repeated and recombined
to form larger spans of musical time. Much of the scholarly discourse surrounding Bernard
Herrmann’s scores involves recourse to the idea of modularity. Schneller (2012), for example,
identifies and catalogs one important modular melodic prototype (the stepwise resolution
of dissonance) in Herrmann’s output, and follows this up with an analysis of its deployment
in selected cues from Psycho (dir. Alfred Hitchcock, 1960). The real promise for modular methodologies might be analysis of interactive formats, where the ordering, repetition,
and in some instances overlaying of musical units reflects player actions in a dynamic and
potentially confounding way to analysis. Rigorous attention to the all-important boundaries
between musical units marks the work of Medina-Gray (2014a, 2014b, and Chapter 43 in
this volume), whose studies of modularity in recent video games provide a productive route
for tackling this novel form of composing, hearing, and interacting with music.
Both score- and cue-based approaches often make reference to smaller units of semantically freighted musical discourse. A perennially popular tactic is the examination of themes.
The prevalence of thematic analysis in screen-music scholarship reflects the importance
of recurrent melodic ideas to Hollywood scoring practice, as well as the comparative ease
with which thematic networks may be ascertained, communicated, and tied into overarching readings. Thematic analysis is possible even in non-melodic scores, provided the analyst
admits alternative conditions for meaning-accumulating recurrence—aspects like instrumentation, texture, and harmony are also potentially motivic. However, identifying and
labeling recurring musical elements is not always a straightforward matter for melody-driven
soundtracks either. Compositional inconsistency with respect to linkage of thematic sign
to signified can lead to subtle observations of thematic ambiguity, but also unproductive
exercises in exegetical contortionism when motifs are treated as inevitable or completely
rigid signifiers. Indeed, a measure of significatory underdetermination can be quite strategic
in establishing a text’s mythic tone (Buhler 2000). Sometimes, it just happens that we hear
Luke Skywalker’s theme in the Star Wars films without the hero being on screen (or, in the
prequels, even alive yet).
Thematic analysis often centers on subjecting a theme’s internal structure to scrutiny for
clues about how abstract musical characteristics like mode and contour might map onto
filmic or ludic referents. Taking a more formalist and stylistic approach is Richards’s (2016)
corpus-based investigation of film themes. Richards’s extraordinarily comprehensive study
examines specific structural archetypes behind film musical melodies, using a methodology
adapted from preexisting taxonomies of Classical-era themes. Richards thus lays an impressive groundwork for future study of film thematic structure, but for many analysts, it is how
a theme is deployed within the context of the global text itself that is generally of greatest
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interest, especially a theme’s potential to mark “shifts in character and [articulate] large
formal spans in the film” (Buhler and Neumeyer 2001: 29). Bribitzer-Stull’s (2015) comprehensive study of leitmotivic practices in Hollywood offers a wealth of useful paradigms
(corruption, fragmentation, truncation, etc.) for screen-music analysts to inspect the critical
process of thematic transformation across a score. In cases of multi-text franchises, thematic
analysis can be undertaken over several scores, a comparative tactic taken, for example, by
Summers (2013a) with the Star Trek television and movie series.
In the broadest possible sense, twelve-tone rows can also constitute themes. For the vanishingly few scores that sustain dodecaphonic principles with any degree of systematicity,
serial analysis is a natural tool. For instance, Jerry Goldsmith’s score for The Planet of the Apes
(dir. Franklin J. Schaffner, 1968), with its cleverly constructed and systematically deployed
row [09T32E186745], clearly benefits from traditional twelve-tone analysis, such as those
undertaken by Harris (2015) and O’Callaghan (2015). The serial music of various other
composers has been studied in small doses, though the upshot of such studies often reveals
that dodecaphony is used more as a unit of symbolic meaning than an integral motivator of
compositional structure.
Valuable though they are, thematic interpretations tend to leave uninspected non-melodic
portions of underscore. Thematically undifferentiated but affectively rich material may
nevertheless constitute the vast majority of music in some soundtracks. When composing underscore, composers frequently employ well-understood musical tropes as forms of
significatory shorthand. It is here that analysis of style topics, “conventional musical sign[s]
with unusually clear signification” (Buhler and Neumeyer 2001: 208), becomes of great use.
Topics (alternatively ‘musemes,’ following Tagg 1979) often reflect a strategic element of
difference, or ‘markedness,’ through which some musical detail stands out against a putative
stylistic norm, and is thus made more receptive to absorbing and projecting meaningfulness. The role of difference, therefore, makes topical analysis well-suited to critical readings,
especially those aimed at unearthing ideological undercurrents that make soundtracks associatively legible to wide audiences.
Style topics may be quite broad, encompassing heavily generic features of music (like
presence of an ostinato, or a chorale texture) as well as entire styles (like “jazz” or “Native
American drums”). For example, Summers’s (2013b) study of associative signification in
First-Person Shooter (FPS) games effectively treats musical texture as a style topic. Eaton’s
(2008, 2014) investigations of minimalism in film vividly illustrate how an entire compositional modus comes to signify a suite of consistent affects and meanings in film. Musical topics may also be immediate and self-contained. Even micro-gestures like a single harmony or
distinctive rhythm will suffice, if sufficiently marked for attention and imbued with cultural,
emotional, or indexical potential. Murphy’s research (2006, 2014a, 2014b) on harmonic routines in Hollywood suggests a merger of topical and tonal analysis. Murphy notes a number
of triadic transformations in film and television that bear consistent cross-textual meanings:
examples include the cosmic-sounding major tritone progression (e.g., CM—F#M) and
the bittersweet loss gesture (e.g., CM—Em). Murphy’s taxonomy of harmonic topics rests
on a highly sensitive mapping of internal structure and expressive content. Cumulatively,
these characteristic progressions provide a way to understand the distinctive sounds of screen
media, particularly when music seeks to elicit strong affects using the most efficient tonal
means possible.
The smallest atoms of meaningful musical discourse in screen media may be intervals and
chords. Again, the study of Herrmann’s music provides many examples of this analytical
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parameter in focus, such as Brown’s (1994) isolation of characteristic “irrational” sonorities
across Bernard Herrmann’s Hitchcock scores (e.g., CmMa7 and BM/Cm) and John’s (2001)
discussion of a Fr+6/Dom7/Half-Dim7 axis in Vertigo (dir. Alfred Hitchcock, 1958). When
dealing with more thoroughgoing post-tonal idioms—ubiquitous within horror and suspense genres—pitch-class (pc) set theory becomes a viable option. However, the difficulties
in discerning complex chords without the aid of a score (coupled, perhaps, with the disfavor
that pc set theory has fallen into recently) has meant virtually no screen-musical analyses
have made use of this technique to date. Nevertheless, the methodology responds exceptionally well for soundtracks written with diverse lexicons of sonority types, such as Leonard
Rosenman’s expressionistic style. As is the case for many methodologies devised for concert
music, set-theoretical observations can become quite abstract and thus difficult to relate back
to the drama in an obvious way. Here again, then, is an opportunity for analysts to equip an
abstract theoretical system with an operating hermeneutics, something that allows mapping
of analytical observations onto a richer textual interpretation.

Case Study 1: Portal
For screen music that is too conservative in its sonorities to justify recruiting atonal methodologies like pc set theory, but too chromatic and unstable to warrant tonal ones like Schenkerian theory, transformational tools may offer a promising analytical entry-point. Though
sometimes occluded by forbidding mathematics and an abstruse symbolic nomenclature,
the central insight of all transformational theories is a simple one: the changes or motions
that transpire between musical objects matter just as much as, if not more than, the internal
structure of the objects themselves. This prioritization of dynamic relationality over inherent
being—a ‘transformational stance’—makes such approaches well-suited for narrative-driven
and interactive formats.
Neo-Riemannian theory (NRT) is the branch of transformation theory that deals with
consonant triads (and, in certain guises, seventh chords and symmetrical trichords), and does
so, crucially, without a presumption of tonicity. As a discipline, it is of fairly recent vintage,
and within screen-music studies has thus far seen application mostly to film, notably in
studies from Webster (2009), Lehman (2013b), and Murphy (2014b). NRT is less a unified explanatory framework than a conglomeration of allied analytic devices and concerns,
each relating in some way with the aforementioned transformational stance. These concerns include harmonic functionality, visualizations of tonal space, enharmonicism, harmonic dualism, parsimonious voice-leading, and the algebraization of characteristic ‘moves’
between chords. Having arisen as part of an effort to reckon with the analytically refractory
chromaticism of the nineteenth century, NRT arrives preloaded, as it were, to deal with latter-day incarnations of the ‘pantriadic’ style—an idiom that positively suffuses screen music,
especially in imaginative genres like fantasy and science fiction. The relational qualities to
which NRT attends—distance, strangeness, smoothness, paradox, etc.—often have a strongly
expressive character. This goes double for many of the theory’s chromatic poster-children,
like the ‘uncanny’ hexatonic pole (e.g., CM—Abm). Such progressions, being assembled
from combinations of operators and moves, can easily assume the status of harmonic style
topics. For these reasons, NRT analyses can, with some ingenuity, readily lead from discerning neutral elements of musical structure to more actively interpreting musical content.
As a demonstration of NRT’s capabilities, we can consider music from the Portal videogame franchise. Both Portal (Valve Corporation, 2007) and Portal 2 (Valve Corporation,
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2011) games are first-person puzzle-platformers, based around space-warping portals, a
mechanic to solve complex spatial problems. The original game concludes with a witty
end-credits song, “Still Alive” by Jonathan Coulton, whose tonal design is based on a modulatory gambit that, knowingly or not, embodies the game’s motto of “thinking with portals.”
What interests us in a transformational analysis of the song is not so much the specific keys
at either end of the modulation, but rather the distinctive way in which the song gets from
key to key. The song’s verse is in D major, while its chorus lies a third away, in the key of F
major. Coulton manages to commute between these chromatically related keys via a clever
tonal ‘portal’ of sorts. Figure 39.1 offers a simple network that represents in a precise way the
symmetry at play here. In abstract terms, the chromatic mediant between tonics is captured
by a ‘compound’ transformation between DM to FM, one that first switches the mode of
the initial triad and then shifts its root Dnat down to become fifth of FM. However, on
the musical surface, the more relevant type of transformation is that of transposition rather
than individual note displacements. The network shows how the tonal shortcut to arrive in
F-major space is a mirror image of the one used to return to DM. When moving away from
D, the former key’s dominant (AM) deceptively moves up to BbM, which then serves as subdominant for FM. The same progression happens in a dualistically reversed way to recapture
D major: FM heads to its subdominant (BbM), which then surprisingly slumps down by
step to AM, a chord that proceeds to cadence back to the original. In a clever fashion, the
structure of Coulton’s song therefore translates some of the spatial trickery in Portal’s game
mechanics into tonal terms.
Michael Morasky’s score for the sequel, Portal 2, features even more sustained transformational music than its predecessor. Morasky’s chromatically roving music provides an apt
musical analogue to Portal 2’s gameplay, which is premised on the discovery of unexpected
and fanciful pathways through space. References to augmented triads and the whole-tone
sonorities abound, both as by-products of underlying triadic progressions and as the primary
drivers of chromatic triadic relationships. The most striking example may be the game’s
twentieth test chamber, in which the player directs three laser beams to charge a series of
power receptacles. With each receptacle energized, a musical module filling out part of a
tritone and major-second rich hexachord (D—E—F#—G#—A#—B) begins looping. By
the time all three receptacles are successfully powered, the player is sonically immersed in a
bath of acoustic-scale harmony, individual lines phasing unpredictably with respect to each
other. It is music that the gamer themself in a sense ‘composes,’ and, given the ludic context,
‘solves.’
Morasky described his compositional approach to Portal 2 as an attempt to capture a distinctively technological kind of intelligence:

Figure 39.1

Modulatory Portal in “Still Alive.”
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There was [. . .] an attempt made to keep most of the compositions somewhat
artificial sounding, as if they could have been created procedurally by Aperture
Science. A lot of stiff arpeggios, math-like voice leading, odd rhythm patterns and
whole tone scales.
(Wilde 2011)
The musical qualities Morasky mentions align his music closely with certain strains of minimalism, particularly that of Philip Glass in his most mechanical, arpeggio-crazed mode.
When conveyed through the chip-tune timbres of the Portal 2 score, the result is a style topic
of intense intellectual activity, shaded with a touch of the weird, as befits the eccentricity of
the game’s artificially intelligent dramatis personae, something explored in detail in a penetrating analysis by Reale (2016). Puzzle solving in Portal 2 is often accompanied by texturally
uniform harmonic progressions, proceeding through locally tiny shifts of voice-leading—a
nudged root here, a displaced fifth there. But through these small surface changes, the music
manages to reach increasingly distant tonal regions relative to the starting point. Add to this
the fact that, depending on player activity, Morasky’s cues can be looped indefinitely, and the
listener is faced with a potentially endless spiral of methodically created tonal disorientations.
The impression of a procedurally generated ‘mathy’ music comes across particularly well
in the five versions (all differing in texture and instrumentation, not harmony) of the “Robot
Waiting Room” cue. This music accompanies the player as they inhabit the game’s central
Hub map, which provides gateways into the main portions of the game’s co-op campaign.
Figure 39.2 provides rhythmic and textural reduction of the underlying harmonic progression. The voice-leading is tight, with adjacent chords retaining a common-tone while the
remaining voices are displaced exclusively by step. The outer-voice counterpoint follows a
stepwise contrary contour for the majority of the progression; this provides “Robot Waiting
Room” with a balanced, almost symmetrical quality, with the chordal common tones (generally sequestered away in inner voices) serving as an invisible contrapuntal axis. The progression has no traditional tonic, but rather moves through a handful of mostly third-related tonal
outposts. This creates the impression of a piece without beginning or ending, suitable to
the pseudo open-ended nature of the Hub, wherein the player is as likely to idly spend their
time goofing around with their partner as they are to purposively set off for the next stage of
their adventure. However, despite the progression’s anti-teleological quality, Cnat serves as a
referential pitch given its presence as a chord tone for five of the chords (and root for three).
Figures 39.3 and 39.4 provide two ways of representing aspects of the tonal space charted
out by Morasky’s music. The first diagram reduces out chordal sevenths where present so that
the underlying triads fit snugly into the geometry of a slice of the equal-tempered Tonnetz—
a kind of tonal grid constructed out of fifths and thirds. These triads are represented as triangles formed by joining three adjacent pitch classes. (The standard NRT algebraic operators
are implicitly active here, though they are omitted for simplicity’s sake, and to prevent clutter;
they are not required to understand how the geometry of this space works.) Ideally, these
sorts of diagrams would be animated; here, an effort is made to indicate the ordered progress
from one chord to the other through Arabic numbers within the triads.

Figure 39.2

Progression for “Robot Waiting Room.”
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Figure 39.3

Tonnetz representation of “Robot Waiting Room.”

Figure 39.4

Network representation of “Robot Waiting Room.”

Figure 39.3 represents how Morasky’s music snakes progressively further away from its
C-major ‘starting point,’ indicated as chord #0. A few specific transformational features leap
out of the Tonnetz depiction immediately. First, chords #8 and #9 are represented in two different places on the grid—above the central alley containing Cmaj/Cmin and below it. This
duplication is in place to suggest the crossing of what Lewin (1984) calls the “enharmonic
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seam”: the place in a chromatic space where the distinction between sharp and flat enharmonic spelling of a chord is neutralized. Here, the reinterpretation of CbM and FbM to BM
and EM allows the progression’s roving triad to return to its starting point at CM, without
spilling out into exotic enharmonic variants like Dbb or Bx. Another notable feature this
diagram indicates is how chord #5 occupies two different triadic triangles, Cm and EbM.
This depiction stresses that, as a minor-seventh chord, Cm7 actually embeds two triads (a
Doppelklänge in Riemannian terms). Treating the motion to and from Cm7 as an elision of
two closely related mediating chords helps facilitate a smoother path in the Tonnetz. (This
would be implied by a compound transformation that gets from Cm down a step to BbM
to by first exchanging the pitch C with Bb, and then Eb to D and G to F.)
Figure 39.4 takes a different graphical approach in order to display other pertinent
aspects of Morasky’s cue. The graph arranges the progression’s constituents into a cyclical
network, an ordered corkscrew of chords with no definitive beginning or ending. Various
transformationally noteworthy features are encoded into the diagram. Pure triads, which
are likely to sound more stable, are granted thicker nodes, while the comparatively charged
seventh chords garner thin borders. Intervallic relationships between the roots of these
chords are indicated outside the boundary of the network, with +/- indicating directionality. As a further way of representing the subtle tension/release patterns in the cue, directed
arrows highlight dominant ‘resolutions’ (that is, -P5 motions). In the special case of the
step-relation between Cm7 and Bb7, the transformation is considered a half-dominant
resolution, as the constituent Eb-major component of the chord feels like it discharges on
Bb, even as the Cnat lingers as the apparent chordal root. Finally, the specific common tones
shared between adjacent chords are depicted by a smaller network embedded within the
main network.
Together, these graphical choices help draw attention to some significant aspects of the
cue. We see that there are actually very few individual truly chromatic moves (the +/-M3s
are the only progressions that can’t occur in a standard diatonic collection). This is perhaps
surprising, given the disorienting quality of the progression as a whole, but this turns out
to have more to do with incremental shifts in scale accomplished by fifth motions, plus one
carefully placed chromatic mediant (Bb7-GbM) that really does send the succession in a
brand new direction. It is also clear that pitch class 4 (pc4 or Enat) is the most important
common-tone for a fair portion of the cue, followed by pc0 (Cnat). This helps lend a bit of
centric weight to C-major, even though the chord is only heard once as a pure triad, without seventh or modal alteration. From the network, we can also see that, following the step
progression to Bb7, common-tones cease stitching together more than two chords at the
same time, lending an extra dose of unpredictability to that leg of the sequence. At the same
time, it is only between Gb/F#-, B- and E-rooted chords that we find an exact repetition of
a root motion (+P5, a classic, predictable dominant-resolution). Morasky’s cue thus relies on
a careful balance between chordal randomness and intentionality, forming a progression that
seems scrupulously (mechanically?) intent on offsetting any small-scale harmonic disjunction with some comparable aspect of continuity. Figures 39.3 and 39.4 comprise just the
beginning of a transformational analysis for the music of Portal 2. A more thorough investigation might take into account things like responsiveness of music to player actions, or the
score-wide role of augmented triads and their associated spaces. It is hoped that this brief
description proves evocative enough to alert scholars to the versatility of transformational
thinking to multimedia music.
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Case Study 2: Mulholland Drive
Not all the analytical techniques discussed thus far require consultation or transcription of a
musical score. Yet in most cases, analysis seems to benefit from access to the visual encapsulation of musical activity that various notation systems can afford. But what do we do when
a soundtrack does not rely on acoustic instruments or written representations? Or when the
music track blends with elements of sound design, in which case even impressionistic or ad
hoc methods of conveying structure graphically might founder? Examples in cinema of this
kind of music are numerous—consider Forbidden Planet (dir. Fred M. Wilcox, 1956); The
Birds (dir. Alfred Hitchcock, 1963); or more recently, Gravity (dir. Alfonso Cuarón, 2013).
Boundary-blurring electronic music is even more prevalent in video games, and not at all
limited to genre; an adventure puzzle game like Myst (Cyan, 1993) seems just as likely to
sport a complex ambient soundtrack as a hectic FPS like Quake (id Software, 1996), or a
contemplative casual puzzler like Osmos (Hemisphere Games, 2009). All these examples have
hugely impactful soundtracks, and all were conceived fundamentally apart from the support
of Western music notation.
Powerful digital visualization software now makes it much easier for these analysisresistant texts to offer up their secrets. Simple waveform analysis, which displays the signal
of a recording directly, is useful for locating musical event density and relative loudness, and
it provides for a crude but technically inerrant way of picturing large-scale sonic form. But
for deeper investigations, it is far more revealing to consult a spectrographic analysis, which
encodes the same features as a waveform while also depicting spectral content. Spectrograms
provide a detailed score for otherwise unrepresentable cues, and can divulge details of timbre
that would be otherwise difficult to describe concretely (or even to clearly notice in the first
place). Indeed, in her spectrographic analysis of a scene from the movie Babel (dir. Alejandro
González Iñárritu, 2006), Cohen (2015: 16) suggests “one might argue that it should be the
first tool when beginning any study of film music”—so useful is it for discovering sonic
features of interest. Mercifully, today’s analyst no more needs a background in fast-Fourier
transforms to understand the findings of a spectrogram than a composer of electronic music
needs training in the physics of audio signal processing to use Garageband. But while direct
digital analysis is a well-established methodology for studying spectral and electroacoustic art musics, scholars of multimedia are only just beginning to realize its potential for
soundtrack analysis (Blumstein 2010).
Spectral visualizations have value in elucidating small-scale musical structure, like the
overtone distribution of a complex sonority. But their chief utility for screen media is in
dealing with longer durations. In particular, spectrograms handle slowly evolving atmospheric cues very well, such as those that occur throughout the films of David Lynch.
A director known for his meticulous approach to audio, Lynch frequently manipulates the
soundtrack in such a manner that music becomes indistinguishable from sound design. The
prototypical Lynchian scene sits uneasily along the edge of an auditory uncanny valley, a
site that has proven quite attractive for theoretical investigation (Miklitsch 2008 and Elferen
2012). What is left to do is exactly the kind of scrupulous, detail-focused analytical work
that score-based analysis facilitates.
Several cues in Angelo Badalamenti’s music for Mulholland Drive (dir. David Lynch, 2001)
exemplify this smearing of sonic boundaries, nowhere more potently than the masterfully
unnerving Winkies Diner scene. In this sequence, a frightened man (‘Dan’ in the credits)
recounts a nightmare to his friend (‘Herb’) as the two sit in broad daylight at a Los Angeles
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Muted police siren
traffic noise, muted
ambient restaurant
sounds.

Police siren

C3+D3 pedal from
previous cue
None (apparently)

Friend’s “come on”
muted, discernible only
by sight of lips moving

Dreamer describes why
he wants to be at diner,
then begins to
describes nightmare.

None.

Sparse, extremely faint
diegetic ambient
sounds (clothing,
silverware)

Soft noisy swoosh, bass
clarinet, low ambience
becomes louder, D3
pedal more noticeable

Ambient diegetic noises
gradually fade out
entirely, leaving only
ambient hum from
music track
Very low ambient noise
gradually becomes
audible at periphery of
soundtrack.

Nightmare continues,
dreamer becomes more
and more unnerved.

Shot of friend paying,
exchanging ominous
stare with completely
petrified dreamer.

Int. Series of shot/reverse medium close-ups of
dreamer and friend. Noticeable camera
unsteadiness throughout, changes of angle.

Ext. establishing shot
of diner sign
following previous
scene (Rita sleeping).

Visuals

14:35

11:44

11:40

Table 39.1 Audiovisual score for Winkies Diner scene, Mulholland Drive

SFX

Music

Dialogue
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Continued ambient
lurking music, esp.
noticeable D3 pedal

Continued faint
diegetic ambient
sounds.

None.

Extreme close-up of
dreamer reluctantly
leaving, pans to reveal
half-eaten breakfast

14:58

(Continued)

Continued ambient
lurking music, now
blended almost
completely with SFX

Noisy swoosh of
heavily reverberant
traffic noise when
friend opens door.

None.

Friend opens door for
dreamer

15:03

Highly reverberant,
stretched out traffic
noise
Waves of white-noise, continued bass clarinet,
dissonant string glissandi later

Strange, crinkling dry noises (abstracted
footsteps?)

None.

Sudden, extremely loud
swell of slightly
percussive noise

None.

Jump scare cut to brief
sight of horrifying
fungus-encrusted human
visage emerging from
behind alley wall.

Mix of POV shots of diner back-lot and tracking
shots of dreamer + friend as they gradually
approach empty looking alleyway.
Also, two inserted POV shots of a phone booth
and Winkies entrance sign on side of building.

Ext. sidewalk outside
diners, dreamer begin
journey to back-lot.

Very muted “it’s right
in here” from dreamer

16:17

15:15

15:11

Table 39.1 Continued

Visuals

Dialogue

SFX

Music
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Bubbling, heart-beat like
ambient noise, v. loud
but tonally indistinct

Muted, high-pass filtered
exclamations from
friend “are you
alright?!?”

Dreamer screams and
swoons into friend’s
arms, collapses
unconscious or dead on
pavement

16:20

Noise grows louder, a
faint tearing sound,
then cuts out
immediately for next
scene

None.

Creature vanishes,
camera lingers on alley
wall, then cuts to next
scene (Rita sleeping)

16:33 -16:37
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diner, located (where else) on Sunset Boulevard. Dan’s nightmare, we learn, terminates with
an encounter with some sort of monster who lurks behind the diner. Acting, perhaps, out of
a desire to disabuse his friend of his paralyzing phobia, Herb convinces Dan to seek out this
creature in reality. Dan reluctantly agrees. With Herb closely following behind, he slowly
approaches an innocuous-looking alley behind Winkies. Suddenly, for a split second, some
sort of humanoid beast, face blackened with what appears to be fungal growths, comes into
view. Clutching his heart, Dan falls unconscious to the ground, overwhelmed (and possibly
killed) by terror. The scene concludes.
Table 39.1 provides an initial analytical pass at the scene: an audiovisual score that links
imagery with sonic occurrences. The most germane aspect of this chart is the bleeding
together of the traditional categories of underscore and sound effects (SFX). For almost
the entirety of the sequence, non-pitched noise and subtle percussive sounds dominate the
soundtrack, meaning that determining what is strictly music and what is environmental
audio is at times impossible without external reference to the soundtrack album’s version of
the cue. Sonic porosity is indicated by a removal of the boundary between the music and
audio rows within the audiovisual score. A few SFX—the reverberant din of traffic outside
the diner, the prickly crunches as the dreamer approaches the monster—are abstracted away
from their diegetic source fairly quickly, assuming (arguably) the status of source-less acousmata or genuine non-diegetic musical elements.
Figure 39.5 provides a spectral analysis for the ‘pure’ musical component of the scene,
as drawn from the track “Diner” on the film’s Official Sound Track (OST). The graph
was generated with freeware program Sonic Visualizer (www.sonicvisualizer.org). In the
diagram, the X-axis depicts time, while the Y-axis represents frequency up to 10,000 Hz.
Brightness represents amplitude (loudness) within some frequency range, with black being
the quietest, green moderately loud, and red the loudest. Pitched sounds correspond to
layered frequency bands in regular integer ratios. Evenly distributed, inharmonic spectra
correspond to noise or percussive effects. The curious reader is advised to consult Cook
and Wilkinson (2009), a handy online guide tailored for musicologists looking to use the
program for research purposes.

Figure 39.5

Spectrographic analysis of “Diner” (Badalamenti and Lynch).
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The music in this cue, it might go without saying, is solidly atonal, but it is atonal in a
completely different manner than might be heard from composers like Rosenman or Goldsmith. Rather than eschewing a functional tonal center through complex sonorities and
atonal counterpoint, Badalamenti’s music is dominated by sheets of noise that are punctuated
by vague pedal points and ill-defined clusters of faint dissonance. One will note from the
pervasive, evenly distributed fog on the spectrogram that the entire sequence features some
form of subtle noise. Most of this noise’s energy is low (peaking at around 100 Hz), and there
are several stretches of almost complete inactivity beyond the whispering atmospherics. This
soft hum, almost industrial in origin, fades in imperceptibly, but as shown on the audiovisual
score, it gradually replaces virtually all normal, expected ambient diner sounds. The sub100-Hz noise is the scene’s first and foremost generator of nagging dread, an inchoate threat,
hovering always at the edge of conscious recognition.
A sustained pitched sound with a fundamental between C#3 and D3 (~375 Hz) comes
into focus at 0:29, right when the dreamer claims “I’m so scared, I can’t tell you.” This faint,
siren-like tone recurs at several intervals in the cue (0:29, 2:01, 2:25, 2:51), observable in
Figure 39.5 as layered strata of harmonically distributed overtones. As Dan’s speech takes on
more palpable apprehension, a new timbre enters—a bass or (probably) contrabass clarinet,
audible beginning at 2:01, playing growling pitches with fundamentals in the abyssal 35–80
Hz range. The contribution of the clarinet is, unfortunately, difficult to make out in the diagram. This is because the instrument in this range is itself quite noisy. The bulk of the bassclarinet’s overtones past the sixth partial create a thick, buzzy cloud, much of which happens
to occur within the same zone as the persistent 100–500 Hz electronic haze. (Another diagram that zoomed in at this range and displayed overtones in logarithmic rather than linear
proportions could excavate the details of this growl with higher resolution.) Nevertheless,
the telltale signs of the clarinet are there, such as the squiggly 800–1000 Hz spectral artifacts
that appear briefly at around 2:46, where the instrument is at its richest timbrally and most
audibly present during this cue. These clarinet traces occur as Dan passes a pay phone and
entrance sign, adding yet another twinge of frisson to what in any standard cinematic context would be considered completely neutral elements of the mise-en-scène.
Tension mounts once Herb convinces the dreamer to explore the back of the diner, and
we begin seeing broad swooshes that fade out around 10,000 Hz (2:07). At 3:02 and again
at 3:45, the distinctive curved shape of string portamenti becomes vividly apparent. Not
incidentally, the sound of continuously sliding strings is a popular style topic in film music—
as a fair approximation of human moans and screams, they are an apt means for eliciting a
sinking feeling of dread. As Dan inches ever closer to the alley corner, the high-amplitude,
low-frequency noise is filtered out somewhat, giving way to three ‘heartbeat’ thuds that
are visible at 3:49. Heartbeat sounds tend to arouse fear responses in cinematic contexts
(Winters 2008)—the thuds have a low amplitude, and their fundamental frequency does not
exceed 200 Hz, meaning their impact is at this point masked. It is yet another subtle indicator in a growing inventory of signs that there exists some unseen, soon-to-spring threat.
And spring that threat does. A critical change takes place the moment the fungoid monster appears at 3:55. First, an intense and uncharacteristically dry burst of inharmonic energy
provides the audio component of the scene’s ‘jump scare.’ This is immediately followed by a
great intensification of energy in the lowest bass range, and a faint mechanical pulse (actually created by tiny gaps in the noise). At the same time, all frequencies above 6,000 Hz are
suddenly filtered out. The effect is akin to the subjective muting of high-frequency sounds
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that accompany syncope or submergence underwater, and provide a chilling sonic analogue
to Dan’s terror-induced faint. In fact, as one studies the soundtrack for the entire film more
closely, it becomes apparent that these sorts of spectral filters and dry/wet manipulations
are something of a ‘sonic leitmotif ’ in Mulholland Drive, with its very own intratextually
accumulating set of connotations. We hear ‘echoes’ of the Winkies encounter whenever
Badalamenti/Lynch suppress the high-frequency end of a complex environmental soundscape, while simultaneously allowing ambient low-frequency noise to persist at an unusually high volume. This darkening technique is used to great effect in scenes that involve
the bleeding between conscious and unconscious worlds. It occurs notably during the car
ride to the liminal Club Silencio, the return to the haunted Winkies alleyway near the end
of the film, and, worst of all, the immediate aftermath of the protagonist’s suicide. In the
phantasmic audioscape of Mulholland Drive, the worst thing that can happen is for bright,
high-frequency, ‘live’ sounds to suddenly, irreversibly go silent.
Some of these observations about “Diner” could be made in an informal fashion, without the aid of a spectrographic representation. But audiovisualizations allow the discovery
of much finer-grained aspects of a cue in a way that can only be approximated by other
notational systems. And, as though this were not sufficient to commend the approach, such
diagrams also provide the analyst with a literal picture of the shape of a cue. As more and more
composers come to treat electronic technology as their primary instrument, spectrographic
analysis stands poised as a methodology whose usefulness can only grow in coming years.
In this chapter, I have attempted to summarize and, in a limited way, apply a handful of
analytical methodologies for delving deeply into screen music. Given the youth of the field
of screen-music studies, this survey is necessarily tentative and undeveloped in some spots.
The fact that many of the methods I introduced have their origins in the analysis of other
repertoires than film, video games, etc., is a side effect of dealing with a discipline still in the
process of adapting analytical paradigms. What lies in the future for screen-music analysis is
likely a continued adaptation process, but as the field matures, we can expect to see more and
more paradigms invented specifically for dealing with screen media. Indeed, the day might
even come where analysts of other repertoires end up adapting and transforming methodologies devised originally for screen music.
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